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Abstract

Given a real valued function f(X, Y ), a box region B ⊆ R2 and ε > 0, we want to compute
an ε-isotopic polygonal approximation to the restriction of the curve S = f−1(0) = {p ∈ R2 :
f(p) = 0} to B. We focus on subdivision algorithms because of their adaptive complexity and
ease of implementation. Plantinga & Vegter (2004) gave a numerical subdivision algorithm that
is exact when the curve S is non-singular. They used a computational model that relies only
on function evaluation and interval arithmetic. We generalize their algorithm to any bounded
(but possibly non-simply connected) region B that does not contain singularities of S. With
this generalization as subroutine, we provide a method to detect isolated algebraic singularities
and their branching degree. This appears to be the first complete purely numerical method to
compute isotopic approximations of algebraic curves with isolated singularities.
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1. Introduction

Given ε > 0, a box region B ⊆ R2 and a real valued function f : R2 → R, we want to
compute a polygonal approximation P to the restriction of the implicit curve S = f−1(0)
(= {p ∈ R2 : f(p) = 0}) to B. The approximation P must be (1) “topologically correct”
and (2) “ε-close” to S ∩ B. We use the standard interpretation of requirement (2), that
d(P,C∩B) ≤ ε where d(·, ·) is the Hausdorff distance on compact sets. In recent years, it
has become accepted [Boissonnat et al., 2006] to interpret requirement (1) to mean that
P is isotopic to S∩B, which we denote by P ≈ C∩B. This means we not only require that
P and S∩B to be homeomorphic, but they must be embedded in R2 “in the same way”.
E.g., if S ∩ B consists of two disjoint ovals, these can be embedded in R2 as two ovals
exterior to each other, or as two nested ovals. Isotopy, but not homeomorphism, requires
P to respect this distinction. In this paper, we mainly focus on topological correctness
since achieving ε-closeness is not an issue for our particular subdivision approach (but
cf. [Boissonnat et al., 2006, pp. 213-4])

We may call the preceding problem the 2-D implicit meshing problem. The term
“meshing” comes from the corresponding problem in 3-D: given ε > 0 and an implicit sur-
face S : f(X,Y,Z) = 0, we want to construct a triangular mesh M such that d(M,S) ≤ ε
and M ≈ S. It is interesting (see [Burr et al., 2009]) to identify the 1-D meshing with
the well-known problem of real root isolation and refinement for a real function f(X).

Among the approaches to most computational problems on curves and surfaces, the
algebraic approach and numerical approach constitute two extremes of a spectrum.
Algebraic methods can clearly solve most problems in this area, e.g., by an application
of the general theory of cylindrical algebraic decomposition (CAD) [Basu et al., 2003].
Purely algebraic methods are generally not considered practical, even in the plane (e.g.,
[Hong, 1996; Seidel and Wolpert, 2005]), but efficient solutions have been achieved for
special cases such as intersecting quadrics in 3-D [Schoemer and Wolpert, 2006]. At
the other end of the spectrum, the numerical approaches emphasize approximation and
iteration. An important class of such algorithms is the class of subdivision algorithms

which can be viewed as a generalization of binary search. Such algorithms are practical
in two senses: they are easy to implement and their complexity is more adaptive [Yap,
2006]. Another key feature of subdivision algorithms is “locality”, meaning that we can
restrict our computation to some region of interest.

Besides the algebraic/numeric approaches, there is another approach that might be
called the geometric approach in which we postulate an abstract computational model
with certain (geometric) primitives (e.g., shoot an ray, decide if a point is in a cell). When
implementing these geometric algorithms, one must still choose an algebraic or numeric
implementation of these primitives. Implementations might also be a hybrid of algebraic
and numeric techniques.

Unfortunately, numerical methods seldom have global correctness guarantees. The
most famous example is the Marching Cube algorithm (1987) of Lorensen & Cline. Many
authors have tried to improve the correctness of subdivision algorithms (e.g., [Stander
and Hart, 1997]). So far, such efforts have succeeded under one of the following situations:
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• (A0) Requiring niceness assumptions such as being non-singular or Morse.
• (A1) Invoking algebraic techniques such as resultant computations or manipulations

of algebraic numbers.
It is clear that (A0) should be avoided. Generally, we call a method “complete” if the

method is correct without any (A0) type restrictions. But many incomplete algorithms
(e.g., Marching cube) are quite useful in practice. We want to avoid (A1) conditions be-
cause algebraic manipulations are harder to implement and such techniques are relatively
expensive and non-adaptive [Yap, 2006]. The complete removal of (A0) type restrictions
is the major open problem faced by purely numerical approaches to meshing. Thus,
[Boissonnat et al., 2006, p. 187] states that “meshing in the vicinity of singularities is a
difficult open problem and an active area of research”. Most of the techniques described
in their survey are unable to handle singularities. It should be evident that this open
problem has an implicit requirement to avoid the use of (A1) techniques.

For instance, the subdivision meshing algorithm of [Plantinga and Vegter, 2004; Plantinga,
2006] requires an (A0) assumption, the non-singularity of surfaces. The subdivision algo-
rithm of [Seidel and Wolpert, 2005] requires 1 an (A1) technique, namely, the computa-
tion of resultants. We thus classify [Seidel and Wolpert, 2005] as a hybrid approach that
combines numerical with algebraic techniques. Prior to our work, we are not aware of
any meshing algorithm that can handle singularities without resorting to resultant com-
putations. In general, hybrid methods offer considerable promise (e.g., [Hong, 1996]).
This is part of a growing trend to employ numerical techniques for speeding up algebraic
computations.

Some of our recent work addresses the above (A0)/(A1) concerns: in [Yap, 2006], we
gave a complete numerical approach for determining tangential Bezier curve intersec-
tions; in [Cheng et al., 2008], we numerically solve zero-dimensional triangular systems
without any “regularity” requirements on the systems; in [Burr et al., 2009], we provide
numerical root isolation in the presence of multiple zeros; and [Burr et al., 2008] pro-
vides one of the first non-probabilistic adaptive analysis of an evaluation-based real root
isolation algorithm. These last two papers address the 1-D analogue of the Plantinga &
Vegter Algorithm. The philosophy behind all these papers is the design and analysis of
complete numerical methods based on approximations, iteration and adaptive methods.
Topological exactness is achieved using suitable algebraic bounds, ranging from classic
root separation bounds to evaluation bounds and geometric separation bounds. We stress
that the worst-case complexity of adaptive algorithms ought not to be the chief crite-
rion for evaluating the usefulness of these algorithms: for the majority of inputs, these
algorithms terminate fast. Zero bounds are only used as stopping criteria for iteration in
the algorithms, and simple estimates can be computed easily. Computing such bounds
does not mean that we compute resultants, even though their justification depend on
resultant theory. The present paper continues this line of investigation.

The recent collection [Boissonnat et al., 2006, Chapter 5] reviews the current algo-
rithmic literature in meshing in 2- and 3-D: the subdivision approach is represented
by the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm as well as by Snyder’s earlier approach based on
parametrizability [Snyder, 1992b,a]. The subdivision algorithm of Plantinga & Vegter is
remarkable in the following sense: even though it is globally isotopic, it does not guarantee

1 Their paper is subtitled “Exploiting a little more Geometry and a little less Algebra” which speaks to

our concerns with (A1).
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isotopy of the curve within each cell of the subdivision. In contrast, Snyder’s subdivision
approach [Snyder, 1992b,a] requires the correct isotopy type in each cell. Indeed, because
of this, the algorithm is incomplete [Boissonnat et al., 2006, p. 195].

Among geometric approaches to meshing, we have the point sampling approach as
represented by [Boissonnat and Oudot, 2006; Cheng et al., 2004] or the Morse Theory
approach as represented by [Stander and Hart, 1997; Boissonnat et al., 2004], or the
sweepline approach [Mourrain and Técourt, 2005]. Note that the sweepline approach
corresponds naturally to the algebraic operation of projection. So its implementation
is often purely algebraic. The basic idea of sampling approaches is to reduce meshing
of a surface S to computing the Delaunay triangulation of a sufficiently dense set of
sample points on S [Boissonnat et al., 2006, p. 201–213]. To obtain such sample points,
[Cheng et al., 2004] needs a primitive operation that amounts to solving a system of
equations involving f and its derivatives. [Boissonnat and Oudot, 2006] needs a primitive
for intersecting the surface with a Voronoi edge. These sample points are algebraic, and
so implementing the primitives exactly would require strong algebraic techniques. But
exact implementation does not seem to be justified for these applications, and so we
are faced with an implementation gap that shows up the well-known non-robustness
issues. For restrictions and open problems in sampling approaches, see [Boissonnat et al.,
2006, p. 227–229]. In contrast, the computational primitives needed by the subdivision
approach works directly with bigfloats, with modest requirements on f .

The present paper presents a purely numerical subdivision method for meshing al-
gebraic curves with isolated singularities. In a certain sense, this is the most general
geometric situation since reduced algebraic curves have only isolated singularities by
Proposition 1. Our starting point is the algorithm of Plantinga & Vegter [Plantinga and
Vegter, 2004; Plantinga, 2006] for implicit meshing of curves. It is important to under-
stand the computational model of Plantinga & Vegter which is also used in this paper.
Two capabilities are assumed with regards to f(X,Y ):
• (i) Sign evaluation of f(p) at dyadic points p.
• (ii) f is C1 and we can evaluate the interval analogues of f, ∂f

∂X , ∂f
∂Y on dyadic intervals.

Note that the Marching Cube algorithm only requires capability (i). Let the class PV
denote the set of all real functions f : R2 → R for which capabilities (i) and (ii) are
available. Many common functions of analysis (e.g., hypergeometric functions [Du and
Yap, 2006]) belong to PV . So the approach of Plantinga & Vegter admits a more general
setting than algebraic curves.

1.1. Overview of Paper

• Section 2 establishes some basic terminology and recall facts about the singularities of
algebraic sets.

• In Sections 3 and 4, we extend the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm to compute an isotopic
approximation of the curve S = f−1(0) restricted to a “nice region” that need not be
simply connected. S may have singularities outside R and we only need f ∈ PV .

• In Section 5, we provide the algebraic evaluation bounds necessary for meshing singular
curves.

• In Section 6, we provide a subdivision method to isolate all the singularities of a
square-free integer polynomial f(X,Y ).

• In Section 7, given a box B containing an isolated singularity p, we provide a method
to compute the branching degree of p.
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• In Section 8, we finally present the overall algorithm to compute the isotopic polygonal
approximation.

• We conclude in Section 9.

2. Basic Terminology and Algebraic Facts

Let F := Z
[
1
2

]
= {m2n : m,n ∈ Z} be the set of dyadic numbers. All of our

numerical computations are performed in a straightforward manner using F. There are
many well-known implementations of arithmetic on such numbers, which are then known
as bigfloats. In short, our computational model is not based on some abstract capability
whose implementation may reveal gaps that lead to well-known nonrobustness issues.

For S ⊆ R, let S be the set of closed intervals [a, b] with endpoints in S, {a, b} ⊆ S.
We write Sn for ( S)n. In particular, F is the set of dyadic intervals, and Rn is the
set of n-boxes. The boundary of a set S ⊆ R is denoted ∂S. If f : Rn → R, and S ⊆ R,
then f(S) :={f(x) : x ∈ S}. A function f : Fn → F is a box function for f provided
(i) f(B) ⊆ f(B) and (ii) if B0 ⊇ B1 ⊇ · · · and limi Bi = p then limi f(Bi) = f(p). We
regard the limit of intervals in terms of the limits of their endpoints. We say f ∈ PV if
f ∈ C1 (has continuous first derivatives), there is an algorithm to determine sign(f(p))
for p ∈ Fn, and f and its derivatives are computable. In this paper, we only consider
box functions specialized to the two dimensional case.

Let w(B) denote the width of box B, defined to be the minimum length of one of its
sides. We only consider boxes of the form B = I ×J where I, J are dyadic intervals, and,
for simplicity, we assume B is square although it is possible to extend our algorithms to
boxes with aspect ratio at most 2. The boundary ∂B of B is divided into four sides and
four corners. The sides (north, south, etc) and corners (north-west, etc) may be named
after the compass directions. Note: this ‘sides/corners’ terminology for boxes should not
be confused with the ‘edges/vertices’ terminology which we reserve for the straightline
graph G = (V,E) which is our curve approximation. Two boxes are neighbors if one
box has an side that overlaps an side of the other box (the two boxes may have different
widths). We split a box B by subdividing it into 4 subboxes of equal widths. These
subboxes are the children of B, with width 1

2w(B). Starting with B0, the child-parent
relationships obtained by an arbitrary sequence of splits yields a quadtree rooted at B0.
The set of leaves in such a quadtree constitute a partition of B0.

Algebraic Facts. Let D be a unique factorization domain (UFD) and f, g ∈ D[X] =
D[X1, . . . ,Xn] where X = (X1, . . . ,Xn). We say f, g are similar if there exist a, b ∈
D \ {0} such that af = bg, and we write this relationship as f ∼ g. Otherwise, f and g
are dissimilar. The square-free part of f is defined as

SqFree(f) :=
f

GCD(f, ∂1f, . . . , ∂nf)
(1)

where ∂Xi
= ∂i indicates differentiation with respect to Xi. f is said to be square-

free if SqFree(f) = f . From (1) we see that computing SqFree(f) from f involves only
rational operations of D. As the gradient of f is ∇f = (∂1f, . . . , ∂nf), we may also write
GCD(f,∇f) for GCD(f, ∂1f, . . . , ∂nf). See [Yap, 2000, Chap. 2] for standard conventions
concerning GCD.

Let k be an algebraically closed field. For S ⊆ k[X] = k[X1, . . . ,Xn], let Zero(S) :={p ∈
kn : f(p) = 0 for all f ∈ S} denote the zero set of S. A zero set is also known as a vari-

ety. The singular points of Zero(f) are defined to be the points where ∇SqFree(f) = 0.
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In 1-dimension, it is well-known that a square-free polynomial f ∈ Z[X] has no sin-
gularities (i.e., multiple zeros). We now recall two generalizations of this result that will
be necessary in the remainder of the paper. See [Hartshorne, 1977; Cox et al., 1992] for
similar results.

Proposition 1 ([Harris, 1992, Ex.14.3]). The singular points of any variety form a
proper subvariety.

This proposition is critical in our paper, because it implies that if f ∈ R[X,Y ] is
square-free, then the singular points are a proper subvariety of a union of curves and
hence must be a finite set of points. Thus, we only need to handle isolated singularities.

Proposition 2 (Algebraic Sard Lemma [Harris, 1992, Prop.14.4]). Let f : X → Y be
any surjective regular map of varieties defined over a field k of characteristic 0. Then there
exists a nonempty open subset U ⊆ Y such that for any smooth point p ∈ f−1(U)∩Xsm

in the inverse image of U , the differential dfp is surjective.

Here, Xsm denotes the set of smooth points of variety X. The open sets refer to the
Zariski topology, and maps are birational maps. The condition that the differential dfp

is surjective is equivalent to insisting that the Jacobian of f has the same rank as the
dimension of Y . The most important example that we consider is f : R2 → R where f is
a polynomial. In this case, since the image is one dimensional, the condition that dfp is
surjective reduces to the condition that ∇f(p) 6= 0. Every point in R2 = X is smooth and
R\U is only a finite set. Hence, there are only a finite number of level sets, parametrized
by h, where Zero(f(X,Y ) − h) has a singular point.

3. Algorithm of Plantinga & Vegter

First, we recall the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm. Given ε > 0, f : R2 → R and a
bounding box B0 ∈ F2 to the curve f−1(0) and we want to compute a polygonal ε-
approximation P of the restriction of the curve S = f−1(0) to B0, i.e., d(P,C ∩ B0) ≤ ε
and P ≈ C ∩ B0. For simplicity, we focus on topological correctness: P ≈ C ∩ B0, since
it is easy to refine the subdivision to achieve d(P,C ∩ B0) ≤ ε. The Plantinga & Vegter
algorithm is based on two simple predicates on boxes B:
• Predicate C0(B) holds if 0 6∈ f(B).
• Predicate C1(B) holds if 0 6∈ ( ∂f

∂X (B))2 + ( ∂f
∂Y (B))2.

These predicates are easily implemented, using interval arithmetic, for f ∈ PV . Moreover,
if C0(B) holds, then the curve S does not intersect B. Note that if B satisfies C1, then,
by recalling the parent-child relationship, any child of B also satisfies C1.

The input box B0 is a dyadic square and the output will be an undirected graph
G = (V,E) where each vertex v ∈ V is a dyadic point, v ∈ F2. In fact, G represents a
straightline planar graph that is a polygonal approximation of S ∩ B0.

The algorithm has 3 phases, where Phase i (i = 1, 2, 3) is associated with a queue Qi

containing boxes. Initially, Q1 = {B0}, and Q2 = Q3 = ∅. When Qi is empty, we proceed
to the Phase i + 1.
• PHASE 1: SUBDIVISION. While Q1 is non-empty, remove some B from Q1, and

perform the following: If C0(B) holds, B is discarded. If C1(B) holds, insert B into
Q2. Otherwise, split B into four subboxes and insert them back into Q1.
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• PHASE 2: BALANCING. This phase “balances” the subdivision, where a subdivision
is balanced if the width of any two neighboring boxes differ by at most a factor of 2.
Queue Q2 is a min-priority queue, where the width of a box serves as its priority. While
Q2 is non-empty, remove the min-element B from Q2, and perform the following: For
each B-neighbor B′ with width more than twice the width of B, remove B′ from Q2

and split B′. Insert each child B′′ of B′ into Q2 provided C0(B′′) does not hold. B′′

might be a new neighbor of B and B′′ might be split subsequently. When, finally, every
neighbor of B is at most twice the width of B, we insert B into Q3.

• PHASE 3: CONSTRUCTION. This phase constructs the graph G = (V,E). Initially,
the boxes in Q3 are unmarked. While Q3 is non-empty, remove any B from Q3 and mark
it. Now construct a set V (B) of vertices. For each B-neighbor B′, if B′ is unmarked,
evaluate the sign of f(p)f(q) where p, q are endpoints of the segment B ∩ B′. If
f(p)f(q) < 0, create a vertex v = (p + q)/2 for the graph G. Also put v into V (B).
NOTE: if f(p) = 0 for any endpoint p, we treat f(p) as positive; in effect, we are
doing an infinitesimal perturbation at p. If B′ is marked, retrieve the vertex v (if any)
on the side B ∩ B′, and put v into V (B). It can be shown that |V (B)| ∈ {0, 2, 4}. If
|V (B)| = 2, put the edge (p, q) into G to connect the vertices in V (B). If |V (B)| = 4,
it can be shown that one side of B contains two vertices a, b. We introduce two edges
into E to connect each of a, b to the remaining two vertices. The requirement that
these two edges are non-crossing ensures that the connection is unique (see [Plantinga
and Vegter, 2004; Plantinga, 2006]).
The output graph G = (V,E) can be viewed as a straightline graph, decomposed into

a collection P = P (G) of closed polygons or polygonal lines with endpoints in ∂B0. In
the following, we simply use G in place of P as the polygonal approximation.

4. Extension of Plantinga & Vegter

4.1. The Näıve Extension of Plantinga & Vegter

A major requirement of Plantinga & Vegter is that the curve is bounded and that the
initial box is a bounding box. The power of subdivision methods comes from their ability
to adaptively analyze local data directly. Choosing the initial box to be the bounding box
gives up this power of local analysis; it also severely restricts the types of curves that are
possible, e.g., the curve must be bounded. As a first attempt, one could näıvely attempt
to run Plantinga & Vegter’s algorithm starting with an arbitrary box, and then we ask
the question “In what sense is the output G correct?” Intuitively, G should be isotopic to
f−1(0) ∩ B0, but Plantinga & Vegter did not discuss this issue. The algorithm certainly
cannot handle the curve S = f−1(0) having tangential but non-crossing intersections
[Yap, 2006] with ∂B0. If we assume that there are only transversal intersections, we still
face two problems: if the curve S (locally) enters and exits ∂B0 by visiting only one box
B ⊆ B0, the above algorithm would fail to detect this small component. Such an error is
called an (undetected) incursion, see Figure 1(a). Conversely, the curve S might escape
undetected from B0. Such an error is called an (undetected) excursion, see Figure 1(b).
These errors cause the final approximation to be incorrect, since S∩B0 may not have the
same number of components as G. Incursions account for components of S ∩B0 that are
undetected by the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm, and excursions account for components
of G that are not connected in S∩B0. A single box may, in fact, contain several incursions
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(a)

C

B

∂B0

(c)(b)

B

B0

B′′B

B′

B′

Fig. 1. (a) incursion, (b) excursion, (c) boundary boxes and their complements

and excursions. The excursion case is even more troubling because there is no guarantee
that C1 will hold in the complement of B0, which implies that the components of G that
are not connected in S ∩ B0 might, in fact, not even be connected in S. If we choose B0

large enough, such errors cannot arise; but this approach gives up the power of adaptivity
and locality which subdivision methods possess. If S has singularities, making B0 large is
not even an option. In this paper, we avoid any “largeness” assumption on B0. We next
extend the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm to arbitrary B0 so that a suitable correctness
statement can be made about the output polygonal approximation G. In fact, our region
B0 need not be a box nor even simply-connected.

The preceding issues arise because the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm focuses only
on the parity of the endpoints of an edge of the subdivision. They prove that multiple
intersections can be removed by applying a suitable isotopy. However, this does not work
for the boundary of B0, because it is possible to change the topology inside the box
by performing these operations. In addition, it may be the case that the exterior of B0

neither satisfies C0 nor C1, in which case, the proofs provided by Plantinga & Vegter can
break down. We now adapt the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm to handle these cases.

The problem follows from the isotopy constructed by Plantinga & Vegter that remove
multiple intersections from an edge of the subdivision. We could eliminate the use of this
technique by ensuring that the curve passes through each boundary edge at most once;
this idea is related to the simplest correctness proof in the Plantinga & Vegter paper.
A test for this can be done by ensuring that either 0 6∈ f(y)(H) or 0 6∈ fy(H) for
horizontal sides H. A similar technique can be used for vertical sides. This will yield a
polygonal approximation G that satisfies G ≈ C∩B0. However, this requires knowing the
topology of S on the boundary of B0. Indeed, we even need to know if a point p ∈ C∩∂B0

corresponds to a crossing or non-crossing intersection. This resembles Snyder’s approach
[Snyder, 1992b], by ensuring that the topology on the lower dimensional features is
correct. We should expect this technique to subdivide too frequently near the boundary
because it focuses on smaller features instead of using an isotopy to simplify and remove
smaller features. Also, this is a recursive solution in lower dimensions (on ∂B0), and so
this technique becomes rather expensive in higher dimensions.

4.2. The Enlarged Region Solution

In the spirit of the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm, we now provide an alternative
solution that avoids computing the exact boundary topology. We wish to slightly enlarge
B0 so that incursions/excursions can be removed by the isotopy described by Plantinga
& Vegter. The basic idea is that, in addition to subdividing B0 we find a slightly larger
region B′

0, which is the union of B0 with a “collar” of squares around B0. The straightline
approximation G is then isotopic to the curve restricted some expansion B+

0 of B0 into
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this collar. This is weaker than saying G is isotopic to f−1(0) ∩ B0, but allows the
algorithm to terminate faster.

Call a box B ⊆ B0 a boundary box if ∂B overlaps ∂B0. Let B be such a box.
If B does not share a corner with B0, then it has a unique complementary box B′

such that B′ has the same width as B, the interiors of B′ and B0 are disjoint, and
∂B′ ∩ ∂B0 = ∂B ∩ ∂B0. Say B,B′ are partners of each other. If B shares a corner
with B0, then it determines two complementary boxes B′, B′′. See Figure 1(c). The
above “collar” comprises complementary boxes that satisfy either C0 or C1. In this way,
excursions from B0 or incursions into B0 can be limited to to the collar region.

We begin with the case where B is a boundary box with a unique complementary box.
If the complementary box satisfies C0, then the curve does not intersect it. Therefore,
there can be no incursions into or excursions from B. If the complementary box satisfies
C1, then if there is an excursion, the isotopy presented in Plantinga & Vegter shows that
the approximation constructed by the näıve Plantinga & Vegter algorithm is correct in
B ∪ B′+, where B′+ ⊆ B′. The only case that is left to consider is when there is an
incursion. This case is harder because the isotopy constructed by Plantinga & Vegter
would remove the component of the incursion, but that would result in an error in this
case. In the spirit of Plantinga & Vegter’s algorithm, we consider the sign pattern of the
corners of complementary boxes.

(c) non-transient

B′

B

(d) non-transient

B

B′

(e) non-transient

B′

B

B′ B′

BB

(a2)(a1)
(a) transient

(b) transient

B

B′

Fig. 2. Classification of complementary boxes according to sign of f at the corners.

We are only interested in complementary boxes B′ that satisfy C1 but not C0. Up to
symmetry and sign flips, B′ can be put into one of five types, (a)-(e), based solely on the
sign of f at the corners of B′. This is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that one sign pattern
that appears to be missing cannot be C1 as shown by Plantinga & Vegter.

We draw two instances of Types (a) to indicate the two possible “dispositions” of the
curve f−1(0) in B′: In (a1) the curve makes no incursion into B, but (a2) represents at
least one incursion into B. These two dispositions give rise to distinct isotopy types for the
curve f−1(0)∩B. Similarly, type (b) has two possible dispositions (but we only indicate
the case where there is an incursion). But Types (c), (d), and (e) do not have analogous
dispositions. Because of this difference in dispositions, we further classify Types (a) and
(b) as transient; the other types are called non-transient.

Some Intuition. We show how the complementary boxes are used to yield a cor-
rectness statement. Suppose B′ is a complementary box whose partner is B. Let the
straightline G = (V,E), when restricted to B, be denoted G ∩ B. Note that G ∩ B has
at most two edges. We would like to claim that f−1(0)∩B is isotopic to G∩B. But this
is evidently false for Types (a) and (b) because of the two dispositions discussed above;
but even for Type (c), this claim can be false because f−1(0)∩B may have an arbitrary
number of components due to incursions/excursions, as illustrated in Figure 2(c).
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B′

B

B′

B

B′

(a) Extension B+ (b) f−1(0) ∩ B+ (c) Isotopic approximation

u w

v

B′+

Fig. 3. Representing the transient type.

To remedy the situation for Types (a) and (b), we first expand B into a slightly larger
region B+ ⊆ B ∪ B′. The actual expansion B′+ := B+ \ B is represented in Figure 3(a)
by the white region demarcated by a dashed curve. Up to isotopy, the incursions into B+

in Types (a1) and (a2) are equivalent to a single incursion of the curve f−1(0) into B+

from B′, as shown in Figure 3(b). In the graph G = (V,E), we represent this incursion by
adding three vertices u, v, w to V , with u and w on the side B ∩B′, and with v between
u and w, but slightly to the interior of B′. We also add the edges (u, v), (v, w) to E. This
is illustrated in Figure 3(c). Let G+ denoted the augmented straightline graph with
these additional vertices and edges for transient complementary boxes.

Type (a) is important because it includes the situation where f−1(0) makes a non-
crossing tangential intersection with the boundary of B0. Detecting this situation is
expensive, and provides a main motivation for exploiting isotopy. There is a similar
expansion B+ of B into B′ for type (c), as indicated by dashed curves in Figure 2(c).
In this case, we do not need to augment the graph G = (V,E) with any new vertices or
edges, because G already contains an edge representing a component in B.

We capture the above intuitive explanations as a lemma:

Lemma 3. Let B ⊆ B0 be a boundary box and let B′ be its partner (a complementary
box) that satisfies C1 or C0. Assume that the curve f−1(0) does not pass through the
corners of B. Then there exists a region B+ such that:
(i) B+ is an expansion of B into B′:

B ⊆ B+ ⊆ (B ∪ B′)

and the boundary of B+ consists of two connected parts ∂1(B+) and ∂2(B+): one part
∂1(B+) is the union of three sides of B (in Figure 2, it is the west, south and east sides
of B), and the other part ∂2(B+) is a curve in the interior of B′ (in Figure 2, it is a
dashed curve).
(ii) The augment straightline graph G+ = (V +, E+) when restricted to B is isotopic to
f−1(0) ∩ B+, i.e.,

G+ ∩ B ≈ f−1(0) ∩ B+.

Moreover, this isotopic map I : B+× [0, 1] → B that witnesses this isotopy is the identity
on ∂1(B+).

Proof. Note that G+ ∩ B has between 0 and 3 edges. This is because most two edges
can appear in G ∩ B according to the Plantinga & Vegter construction rules, and in
Types (a) and (b), the augmented graph G+ has an additional edge.

For Types (d) and (e), B+ can be taken to be B. That is because no incursion or
excursion is possible along the side B ∩ B′.
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For Type (c), the f−1(0) intersects B∩B′ at least once. If it intersects B∩B′ multiple
times, we can expand B into B+ to ensure that f−1(0) intersects the boundary ∂2(B+)
exactly once.

For Type (a) and (b), there are two sides of B′ where the curve f−1(0) intersects at
least once. Moreover, there is a connected component X of f−1(0)∩(B′∪B) that connects
these two sides – see Figure 2(a,b). Recall that we say X has two possible dispositions:
either X intersects the side B ∩ B′ or it does not. In either case, we can expand B into
B+ so that X intersects ∂2(B+) exactly twice. This component X ∩ B+ is represented
by the augmented edges (u, v), (v, w) in E+. Q.E.D.

We now present the Extended Plantinga & Vegter algorithm. It has 3 Phases
that parallel the algorithm in Section 2. Phase i (for i = 1, 2, 3) works off queues Qi and
Q′

i, transferring boxes into Qi+1 and Q′
i+1. The queue Q′

i holds complementary boxes
while Qi holds regular boxes.
• PHASE 1: SUBDIVISION. While Q1 is non-empty, remove some B from Q1, and

perform the following: If C0(B) holds B is discarded. If C1(B) holds, and also C1(B′)
or C0(B′) holds for every complementary box B′ of B, then (a) insert B into Q2, and
(b) for each complementary box B′ that satisfies C1 but not C0, insert B′ into Q′

2.
Otherwise, split B into four subboxes which are inserted back into Q1.

• PHASE 2: BALANCING. The balancing of boxes in Q2 is done as in Phase 2 of
Section 3 – note that boxes are inserted into Q3 by this process. Next, we perform an
analogous while-loop on Q′

2: While Q′
2 is non-empty, remove any B′ from Q′

2. If the
partner of B′ had been split during balancing, we half-split B′ (this means we split
it into four children, and for each B′′ of the two children that intersect ∂B0, we put
B′′ into Q′

2 provided B′′ satisfies C1 and not C0). Otherwise, we place B′ into Q′
3.

• PHASE 3: CONSTRUCTION. First, perform the Phase 3 of Section 3 which constructs
a graph G = (V,E) from the boxes queue Q3. Next we augment this graph using
queue Q′

3: for each B′ ∈ Q′
3, if B′ is a transient type, we insert three vertices and two

edges to the graph G as described above. The resulting straightline graph is denoted
G+ = (V +, E+).

4.3. Weak Correctness Statement.

We define B′
0 to be the union of B0 with all of the complementary boxes B′ that were

placed into Q′
3.

We are ready to prove the correctness of this Extended Plantinga & Vegter Algorithm.
But before formulating the correctness statement, notice that Lemma 3 has an important
caveat – the curve must not pass through the corners of boxes that lies on ∂B0. So far,
we have followed Plantinga & Vegter in assuming that f is never zero at a corner of
a box. To be explicit, let f̃ denote the standard perturbation of f is defined to be
a function that agrees with f everywhere except in arbitrarily small neighborhoods of
corners of boxes where f is 0; in such neighborhoods, f̃ is positive. Note that f̃ depends on
the underlying quadtree. We continue to assume this standard perturbation in Extended
Plantinga & Vegter Algorithm. Now, there is a subtle difference. In Plantinga and Vegter
[2004], it is noted that the curve S̃ = f̃−1(0) is isotopic to S = f−1(0). So their use of

f̃ is inconsequential, up to isotopy. But in our setting, S̃ ∩B0 may no longer be isotopic
to S ∩ B0. For instance, suppose S makes a non-crossing tangential intersection with
the boundary ∂B0 at the corner of boundary box B. This intersection is an isolated
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component of S ∩ B0, and we could lose this component in S̃ ∩ B0. Our correctness
statement is therefore about S̃ ∩ B0, and not about S ∩ B0.

We regard the use of f̃ as a reasonable compromise because (1) f̃ is an infinitesimal

perturbation of f (being arbitrarily smaller than any actual perturbation of f); (2) f̃ is
easy to implement and is an effective perturbation (comparing favorably to the alternative

of, say, a randomized perturbation); (3) we can detect when S̃ ∩ B0 might deviate from
S ∩ B0 (namely, when we encounter a zero at a corner on the boundary ∂B0); (4) it
is a very simple solution to what would otherwise be serious complications arising from
various degeneracies such as S containing a horizontal or vertical component; and finally,
(5) its use is consistent with the exploitation of isotopy in Plantinga & Vegter.

Theorem 4 (Weak Correctness). Let the curve S = f−1(0) be non-singular in the
box B0, and G+ = (V +, E+) be the augmented straightline graph constructed by the
Extended Plantinga & Vegter Algorithm. There exists a region B+

0 isotopic to B0,

B0 ⊂ B+
0 ⊂ B′

0,

such that
G+ ≈ f̃−1(0) ∩ B+

0

where f̃ is the standard perturbation of f .

Proof. In Lemma 3, we defined an expansion B+ of each boundary box B; let B+
0 be the

union of B0 with all the expansions B+ of B, where B ranges over all the boundary boxes.
First consider the graph G = (V,E) which is obtained from the standard construction in

the Plantinga & Vegter Algorithm. If f̃−1(0) is entirely contained in B0, then G ≈ f̃−1(0)
follows from the correctness of Plantinga & Vegter Algorithm. Thus we are only concerned
about missing those components of f̃−1(0)∩B0 whose endpoints are both in ∂B0. Let X
be such a component. Thus there is a boundary box B such that X ∩B is non-empty. If
B+ is the expansion of B given by Lemma 3, there is a local isotopy I : B+ × [0, 1] → B
that witnesses the isotopy

G+ ∩ B ≈ f̃−1(0) ∩ B+.

Moreover, all these local isotopies can be combined into a global isotopy I∗ : B+
0 ×[0, 1] →

B0 which witnesses
G+ ≈ f̃−1(0) ∩ B+

0 .

Since X ∩ B+ is non-empty, this means that I∗ witnesses the isotopy of a component
of G+ ∩ B to X. This proves that every component of f̃−1(0) ∩ B0 is isotopic to some

component of G+. Note that G+ might contain components that appear in f̃−1(0)∩B+
0

but not in f̃−1(0) ∩ B0. Q.E.D.

REMARKS:
1. Under the conditions of this theorem, we call G+ a weak isotopic approximation

of f−1(0) ∩ B0. A slightly different approach to a weak correctness statement was used
in our ISSAC 2008 proceedings version: there, we required f−1(0) to only intersect ∂B0

transversally. Then we explicitly distinguish between the two dispositions in the transient
boxes (Types (a) or (b)). This requires an iteration at each transient box. We prefer the
current solution because it is not easy to check whether f−1(0) only intersects ∂B0

transversally.
2. We can make the incursion/excursion isotopy to have a perturbation bound of ε > 0
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by ensuring each of those complementary boxes of types (a), (b), and (c) has width at
most ε. This is easily done by modifying the balancing phase of the algorithm.
3. We have assumed that complementary boxes have the same width as their partner. An
alternative, possibly more efficient, approach is to allow complementary boxes to have
widths less than their partners. Call these “subcomplementary boxes”. So a boundary box
B can have many subcomplementary boxes. We can do half-splits of subcomplementary
boxes of types (a), (b) and (c) as long as their widths are greater than ε. On the other
hand, a boundary box B is allowed to have at most one subcomplementary box of type
(c) or (d), and this occurs under under strict conditions (we leave the details to the
reader).

4.4. Extension to Nice Regions

It is essential in our applications later to extend the above refinements to non-simply
connected regions. For this purpose, we define a nice region R0 (relative to a square
B0) as the union of any collection of leaves taken from a quadtree rooted at B0. Thus,
R0 ⊆ B0. To extend Theorem 4 to nice regions, we note two simple modifications:
(I) A complementary box B′ of a boundary box B ⊆ R0 may intersect the interior of
R0 or other complementary boxes. Thus, Phase 1 must split such boundary boxes B
sufficiently. Such interference checks can be checked during the subdivision phase.
(II) The region R0 can have concave corners. A complementary box B′ at a concave corner
has two choices for a partner B ⊆ R0. Relative to each choice of B, we classify B′ into
one of 5 types as in Figure 2(a)-(e). This is illustrated in Figure 4(i)-(iv). In Figure 4(i),
for instance, the box B′ is Type (a) (hence transient) relative to the indicated box B,

but it is Type (d) (hence non-transient) relative to the other partner B̂. In Figure 4(ii),
the corner complementary box B′ is Type (b) (hence transient) relative to both B and

B̂. Similarly, the other two cases seen in Figure 4(iii)-(iv) have dual classifications. We
modify our augmentation of the graph G = (V,E) as follows: for each complementary
box at a concave corner, we consider its classification relative to each choice of partner
B: if the classification is transient, as before, we add three vertices u, v, w and edges
(u, v), (v, w) to G on the side of B′ ∩ B.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

B

B′

(e) impossible

B

(b)/(b) transient

B B

(b)/(c) transient/non-trans.(a)/(d) transient/non-trans.

B

B′

(e)/(e) non-trans.

B′B′ B′
B̂ B̂ B̂ B̂B̂

Fig. 4. Classification of complementary boxes at concave corners.

5. Evaluation Bounds

For any function f , define its evaluation bound to be

EV(f) := inf{|f(p)| : f(p) 6= 0,∇f(p) = 0} (2)
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Such bounds were used in [Cheng et al., 2008; Burr et al., 2008]. From Proposition 2, we
see that {f(p) : ∇f(p) = 0} is a finite set and therefore EV(f) > 0. However there is no
explicit bound readily available. The main objective of this section is to provide such a
bound:

Theorem 5. If f ∈ Z[X,Y ] has degree d and ‖f‖ < 2L then − lg EV(f) = O(d2(L+d)).
More precisely,

EV(f)−1 ≤ max
{

[dd+62L+2d+9]d
2−1, [d3d+923L+4d]d

}

Before giving the proof, we provide some definitions and preparation. Let h =
∑d

i+j=0 aijX
iY j ∈

C[X,Y ]. ‖h‖k := k

√∑d
i+j=0 |aij |k will denote the k-norm of h, where we use k = 1, 2,∞.

We just write ‖h‖ for ‖h‖∞ := max{|aij | : 0 ≤ i + j ≤ d}, denoting the height of h.

Now let f =
∑d

i+j=0 aijX
iY j ∈ Z[X,Y ]. As input parameters in our bounds, we use

d and L where deg f ≤ d and ‖f‖ < 2L. Let fx, fy denote the derivatives of f . We may
write

Zero(fx, fy) =
⋃

i

Ui ∪
⋃

j

Vj

where Ui are 1-dim and Vj are 0-dim irreducible components. On each component Ui or
Vj , one can show that the function f is constant. E.g. f = (xy + 1)2 − 1, fx = 2(xy + 1)y
and fy = 2(xy + 1)x. Then U1 = {xy + 1 = 0} and V1 = {(0, 0)}. The function f is equal
to 1 on U1 and equal to 0 on V1.

Let g := GCD(fx, fy), and also

gx := fx/g, gy := fy/g.

Clearly, we have
Zero(fx, fy) = Zero(g) ∪ Zero(gx, gy).

Since GCD(gx, gy) = 1, we conclude that Zero(gx, gy) has no 1-dimensional component.
Conversely, the hyper-surface Zero(g) has no 0-dimensional component. This proves:

Lemma 6.
Zero(g) =

⋃

i

Ui, Zero(gx, gy) =
⋃

j

Vj .

We now view the ring Z[X,Y ] ≃ Z[Y ][X] ≃ Z[X][Y ] in three alternative ways. A
bivariate polynomial f in X and Y can be written as f = f(X,Y ), f = f(X; Y ) or
f = f(Y ; X) to indicate these three views respectively. As a member of Z[X,Y ], the
coefficients of f(X,Y ) are elements of Z. But f = f(X; Y ) is a member of Z[Y ][X] whose
coefficients are polynomials in Z[Y ]. Similarly for f = f(Y ; X). The leading coefficient
and degree of f are likewise affected by these views: lc(f(X; Y )) ∈ Z[Y ] but lc(f(X,Y )) ∈
Z, d = deg(f(X,Y )) is the total degree of f while deg(f(X; Y )) is the largest power of
X occurring in f .

We use Mahler’s basic inequality ([Yap, 2000, p. 351]) that if g ∈ Z[X,Y ] and g|f
then

‖g(X,Y )‖1 ≤ 2D‖f(X,Y )‖1 (3)

where D = deg(f(X; Y )) + deg(f(Y ; X)). This implies:

‖g(X,Y )‖1 ≤ 4d−1d32L, ‖gx(X,Y )‖1 ≤ 4d−1d32L. (4)
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Note that g|fx, gx|fx, and ‖fx‖1 =
∑d

i+j=0 |iaij | ≤ d2·d2L, deg(fx(X; Y ))+deg(fx(Y ; X)) ≤
2d − 2. The bound then follows from (3).

Let h(X) be the leading coefficient of g(Y ; X). Since h(X) has degree ≤ d−1, there is
an integer x0 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d−1} such that h(x0) 6= 0. Intersect Zero(g) with the line X =
x0. CLAIM: This line cuts each non-vertical component Ui in a finite but non-zero number
of points. In proof, let g =

∏
i gi where Zero(gi) = Ui. Setting di := deg gi(Y ; X), we see

that the vertical components correspond to di = 0. Then lc(g(Y ; X)) =
∏

i lc(gi(Y ; X))
and h(x0) = lc(g(Y ; x0)) 6= 0 iff for all i, lc(gi(Y ; x0)) 6= 0. But gi(Y ; x0) is a polynomial
of degree di in Z[Y ], and has exactly di solutions in C.

Write f0(Y ) := f(x0, Y ) and g0(Y ) = g(x0, Y ). From (4):

‖g0‖1 ≤ dd‖g(X,Y )‖1 ≤ 4d−1dd+32L. (5)

It is also easy to see that

‖f0‖ ≤ dd+12L. (6)

Suppose β ∈ Zero(g0) \Zero(f0). We want a lower bound on |f0(β)|. For this purpose,
we use an evaluation bound from [Burr et al., 2008, Theorem 13(b)]:

Proposition 7 (Evaluation Bound [Burr et al., 2008]). Let φ(x), η(x) ∈ C[x] be complex
polynomials of degrees m and n. Let β1, . . . , βn be all the zeros of η(x). Suppose there
exists relatively prime F,H ∈ Z[x] such that F = φφ,H = ηη for some φ, η ∈ C[x]. If the
degrees of φ and η are m and n, then

n∏

i=1

|φ(βi)| ≥
1

lc(η)m · ((m + 1)‖φ‖)n M(η)m ·
(
(m + 1)‖φ‖

)
n+n

M(H)m

. (7)

Here the Mahler measure M(h) of a function h ∈ C[x] with zeros α1, · · · , αn, is defined
M(h) := |lc(h)|∏|αi|≥1 |αi|. We shall choose the functions in Proposition 7 as follows:

φ := f0, H =
g0

GCD(f0, g0)
.

Moreover, let φ := 1, η(X) := X − β and η := H/η ∈ C[x]. Hence

m ≤ d, n = d, m = 0, n ≤ d − 1.

Also

lc(η) = lc(H) = lc(g0) ≤ ‖g0‖ ≤ ‖g0‖1. (8)

Further,

M(η) ≤ M(H) ≤ ‖H‖1 ≤ 2d · ‖g0‖1.

Finally, an application of Proposition 7 gives

|f0(β)|−1 ≤ lc(η)d · ((d + 1)‖f0‖)
d−1 · M(η)d

< [lc(η) · (d + 1)‖f0‖ · M(η)]
d

≤
[
‖g0‖1 · (d + 1)dd+12L · 2d‖g0‖1

]d

≤
[
d3d+923L+4d

]d
. (9)
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(9) is a lower bound on |f(p)| where p lies in a non-vertical component Ui. By considering
g(X; Y ), the same bound applies for |f(p)| when p lies in a vertical component Ui.

We obtain a lower bound for f(p) with p ∈ Zero(gx, gy). Consider the system Σ ⊆
Z[X,Y,Z] where

Σ = {Z − f(X,Y ), gx(X,Y ), gy(X,Y )}
The zeros (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = (ξ1, y, f(x, y)) ∈ C3 of Σ satisfy ξ3 = f(ξ1, ξ2). Since Σ is a zero
dimensional system, we may apply the multivariate zero bound in [Yap, 2000, p. 350].
This bound says that

|ξ3|−1 < (23/2NK)D28(d−1) (10)

where N =
(
1+2(d−1)

3

)
, D = d2 − 1 and

K = max{
√

3, ‖gx‖2, ‖gy‖2, ‖Z − f(X,Y )‖2}.
We have ‖Z − f(X,Y )‖2 ≤ 1 + (d + 1)2L. From (4), we see that K ≤ 4d−1dd+32L. Using
the bound N < 2d3, we obtain

|ξ3|−1 < [22 · 2d3 · 22d−2dd+32L]d
2−1 · 28(d2−1) < [dd+62L+2d+9]d

2−1. (11)

Now Theorem 5 easily follows from (9) and (11).

6. Isolating Singular Points

In the rest of this paper, we assume that f ∈ Z[X,Y ], and the curve S = f−1(0)
intersects ∂B0. We would like to use the Extended Plantinga & Vegter algorithm to
compute an isotopic approximation to Zero(f) when f has only isolated singularities.
Since the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm does not terminate near singular points, it is
necessary to isolate the singular points from the rest of B0.

We use the auxiliary function F = f2 +f2
X +f2

Y . Finding the singular points of f−1(0)
amounts to locating and isolating the zeros of this non-negative function. We use a simple
mountain pass theorem [Jabri’, 2003] adapted to B0 to ensure our algorithm isolates the
zeros.

Theorem 8. Suppose that F ≥ 0 on B0, and that F > 0 on ∂B0. Then for any two
distinct roots p, q of F in B0, there exists a continuous path γ : [0, 1] → B0 connecting p
and q which satisfies the following:
• γ minimizes Mγ := maxx∈[0,1] F (γ(x)) among all paths connecting p and q in B0.
• γ contains a point y such that either ∇F (γ(y)) = 0 or γ(y) ∈ ∂B.

This can be proved using path deformation and the compactness of B0, or it can
be seen as a simple application of the topological mountain pass theorem presented in
[Jabri’, 2003]. Because of this theorem, distinct zeros of F within B0 are separated by
barriers of height ǫ = min(EV(F ), min F (∂B0)). This leads us to the following multistep
process to localize these zeros. The goal is to find a small rectangle with diameter less
than some δ around each zero.

STEP 0: DETERMINING ǫ. Initialize ǫ to any lower bound on EV(F ). Also initialize
Q1 to {B0}, and Q2 to be empty. In general, each square in Q1 intersects the boundary of
B0. While Q1 is non-empty, remove a square S from it and evaluate F (S). If F (S) > 0
we push S into the queue Q2 and also update ǫ to min{ǫ, min F (S)}. If 0 ∈ F (S),
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subdivide S and push the children of S which intersect ∂B0 into Q1, and the others into
Q2. When Q1 is empty, we stop and now the value of ǫ is fixed.

STEP 1: INITIAL SUBDIVISION. Initialize queue Q3 to be empty. While there is
an S in Q2, remove it and evaluate F (S). If F (S) > ǫ/2, discard S. Else if F (S) < ǫ,
push S into Q3. Else subdivide S and push its children into Q2.

Once Q2 is empty, group the elements of Q3 into connected regions Ai (i ∈ I). Each
Ai contains at most one root, since otherwise, there would be a path connecting the roots
within Ai. The value of F along this path would be less than ǫ, contradicting the
mountain pass theorem. For later reference, let C be the region B0 \ ∪iAi. Note by Step
0 that F is greater than ǫ/2 on C and that ∂B0 ⊂ C, i.e., each Ai doesn’t touch ∂B0.

STEP 2: REFINEMENT. For each Ai (i ∈ I), initialize queue Q4,i with all squares
S ∈ Ai. So long as neither terminating condition 1 nor 2 (below) hold, we perform the
following: For each S in Q4,i, if 0 ∈ F (S), subdivide S and push its children into Q4,i.
If 0 6∈ F (S), discard S. We terminate when either of the following two conditions are
met:

(1) Q4,i is empty, in which case there isn’t a zero in Ai.
(2) A′

i, the contents of Q4,i satisfy all of the following:
(a) F (S) < ǫ/2 for some S ∈ A′

i

(b) Ri, the smallest rectangle containing A′
i, lies within the region covered by the

original Ai.
(c) The diameter of Ri is less than δ.

It is clear from the definition of F that this step will halt. We claim that each Ri

contains exactly one root. In Step 1, we showed that Ai contains at most one root. To
see that Ri contains a root, take a point of A′

i where ǫ/2, then follow the path of
steepest descent to reach a zero of F . Because F is less that ǫ/2, on this curve, the
curve cannot pass through the region C to reach any other Rj or to leave B0. Therefore
there must be a zero within Ai. It is in Ri because our conditions ensure that F is positive
on Ai \ Ri.

7. Determining the Degree of Singular Points

The following standard result from [Krantz and Parks, 1992;  Lojasiewicz, 1991] shows
that the global structure of zero sets:

Proposition 9 (Zero Structure). Let f be real analytic. Then Zero(f) can be decom-
posed into a finite union of pieces homeomorphic to (0, 1), pieces homeomorphic to S1,
and singular points.

Viewing Zero(f) as a multigraph G, the degree of a singular point is its degree as
a vertex of G. We now determine such degrees. Let δ3 be a separation bound between
singular points, so if p and q are two distinct singular points of Zero(f), then the distance
between p and q is at least δ3. Let δ4 be a separation bound so that if r is a point on
Zero(f) such that ∇f(r) is in the same direction as the line between r and a singular
point p, then the distance between p and r is at least δ4. If s is on Zero(f) so that the
distance between s and a singular point p is smaller than either δ3 or δ4, then by following
the paths Zero(f) away from s, one of the paths strictly monotonically approaches p until
it reaches p and the other path locally strictly monotonically recedes from p. See [Yap,
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2006] for explicit bounds on δ3 as a function of degree and height of f(X,Y ). We can
similarly derive explicit bounds on δ4.

To find the degree of a singular point, assume that we have two boxes B1 ) B2 where
the diameter of B1 is less than both δ3 and δ4, B2 contains a singular point of f and
there is some radius r > 0 such that a circle of radius r centered at any point p inside
B2 must lie entirely within the annulus B1 \ B2. See Figure 5(a). Furthermore, to apply
our extended Plantinga & Vegter algorithm of Section 4, we can ensure that B1 \B2 is a
nice region. Note this condition is satisfied if B1 at least 5 times larger than B2 and B2

is centered in B1, which is the typical situation we consider below. See Figure 5(b).

p

(3)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(1)

B1

B2

(b)(a)

Fig. 5. Annular region B1 \B2 with singularity p and the three types (1), (2), (3) of components.

Now, there are 3 types of components in Zero(f) ∩ (B1 \ int(B2)): (1) images of [0, 1]
both of whose endpoints are on ∂B1, (2) images of [0, 1] both of whose endpoints are on
∂B2, and (3) images of [0, 1] with one endpoint on each of ∂B1 and ∂B2. These three
types are illustrated in Figure 5.

Let s be a point on any of these components, then traveling along Zero(f) in one
direction must lead to the singular point and the other direction must leave the neigh-
borhood (be further than min{δ3, δ4}) of the singular point. For, if not, then there must
be a point r on Zero(f)∩B1 such that ∇f(r) is in the same direction as the line between
s and the singular point, which is impossible since the width of B1 is smaller than δ4. Now
any component accumulating on a singular point exits the neighborhood of the singular
point and the only way to leave the neighborhood is by way of a type (3) component.
This shows:

Lemma 10. The degree of the singular point in B2 is the number of components of type
3.

8. Overall Algorithm

We now put all the above elements together to find a weak isotopic approximation
to the algebraic curve S = f−1(0) within a nice region R0 where f(X,Y ) ∈ Z[X,Y ]
has only isolated singularities. For simplicity, we assume that ∂R0 intersects the curve
S. We first find the singularities of the curve S in R0. Using the technique of Section
5, we can isolate the singularities pi (i = 1, 2, . . .) into pairwise disjoint boxes Bi. We
may assume the width of the Bi’s is at most min{δ3, δ4}/6. Let B′

i be the box of width
5 times the width of Bi, and concentric with Bi; we may further assume B′

i ⊆ R0. Note
these combinations are chosen to ensure that we have the typical situation in Section 7.
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Now we proceed to run the extended Plantinga & Vegter algorithm on the nice region
R∗ := R0 \ ⋃

i Bi, yielding a polygonal approximation G. We directly incorporate the
technique of Section 7 into the following argument. If pi is the singular point in Bi, then
the degree of pi is equal to the number of type (3) components in G ∩ (B′

i \ Bi). We
directly connect these components directly to pi, and discard any type (1) or type (2)
components. This produces the desired isotopic approximation.

Remarks: We have not discussed ε-approximation because this is relatively easy to
achieve in the Plantinga & Vegter approach. We only have to make sure that each subdi-
vision box that contains a portion of the polygonal approximation G has width at most
ε/4. Note the result of the Plantinga & Vegter algorithm can deform the original curve
by at most one cell away.

9. Conclusion

This paper presents the first complete numerical subdivision algorithm for meshing an
implicit algebraic curve that has only isolated singularities. This solves an open problem
in the exact numerical approaches to meshing in 2-D [Boissonnat et al., 2006, p. 187].
We pose three challenges:
(a) A worst case complexity bound for our procedure is possible. But this may not be
the best way to measure adaptive algorithms. We would like to provide adaptive bounds,
similar to the integral analysis in [Burr et al., 2008] for 1-D problems.
(b) In 3-D, a square-free integer polynomial f(X,Y,Z) could have a 1-dimensional sin-
gularities. We pose the problem of designing a purely numerical subdivision algorithm
to handle 1-dimensional singularities.
(c) The practical implementation of an adaptive algorithm handling singularities, even
based on our outline, must handle many important details. Computational experience is
invaluable for future research into singularity computation.
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